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Gain actionable insights into your IT network with our range of software asset 
management (SAM) projects and reviews from leading software licensing specialists.

License Dashboard SAM Insights provides a range of consultancy and project-based services to organizations 
who understand the power of their data and want to unlock the value of their IT investments. The service supports 
your organization to uncover cost savings, prevent license compliance risk, assist with software vendor challenges, 
and report on IT infrastructure.

Optimize your IT spend, reduce risk, and accelerate your business goals

Services available with SAM Insights include enhanced Effective License Positions for vendors, sub-sets of product 
deployments, software optimization reviews, and cloud productivity assessments.

Our team of software licensing specialists provide vendor specific consultancy on topics from cost optimization to 
renewal and contract negotiation management, and audit defence.

Features and benefits

Fast, actionable insights into 
your IT network

Wide range of services from cloud 
transition to software optimization

Services delivered directly to 
digital stakeholders within your 
business

Reduce IT spend and accelerate 
digital transformation

No long-term commitment
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Available SAM Insights

AWS optimization

Save a minimum of 10% on your next bill with our 
AWS Cost Optimization service.

Cloud productivity

End-to-end analysis of your IT infrastructure, covering 
your current deployment, usage, processes, and 
licensing data with recommendations on your cloud 
ready capabilities and cloud migration strategy.

Contract assessment

Contract Assessment is an advanced service that 
combines optimized reconciliation output with 
known future changes to add context to current and 
previous contract reviews.

Cyber security

A foundational analysis of your cyber security 
infrastructure covering current software deployment, 
usage, and licensing data.

Enhanced ELP

A vendor or product specific report produced to 
identify and reduce risk.

The commentary and observations enhance your 
ability to manage your license footprint more 
effectively, providing fully documented analysis of 
license shortfalls or surplus.

Entitlements update

Establish your deployment rights based on available 
contract details and procurement data. These 
deployment rights are organic and vary from 
day to day.

IT asset control

Empowers you to gain better control over the 
applications and hardware entering your IT 
environment and streamline the process to maximise 
the value extracted from existing software licenses.

Licensing support

Proactive management and procurement advice 
for Microsoft licensing that allows you to request 
detailed advice and reports based on modelling 
and potential scenarios.

Lifecycle management

Helps you to identify the key stages in the lifecycle of 
your hardware and software assets to minimize and 
mitigate the potential risks of moving assets from one 
life cycle stage to the next.

Microsoft software optimization

Fully understand your license entitlements, make 
recommendations, and identify implementation and 
cost modelling to provide definitive long-term costs. 
This service gives you a detailed three-to-seven-year 
plan of action for future licensing requirements.

Optimized reconciliation

Delivers a non-compliance position based on 
existing entitlement and current deployments. The 
optimization ensures that current entitlements 
are better utilized to offer the best possible cost 
avoidance and savings.

Software control assessment

Reviews and improves internal processes, routines, 
and data used in the management of software 
installations and licensing. The service provides 
assurance of your organization’s audit readiness for 
vendor or product sets and gives recommendations 
on areas requiring improvement.

Software recognition service

Provides you with a single version of the truth for 
what is installed across your entire IT estate.

License Manager

License Manager is a powerful yet easy-to-use 
platform, which enables you to accurately manage 
your software licenses.

License Dashboard Portal

Enables you to share SAM and software usage 
monitoring information with key stakeholders outside 
of your SAM team in an easy-to-understand BI format.

Contact 
License Dashboard

www.licensedashboard.com

info@licensedashboard.com

+44 (0)1904 562 217

License Dashboard Head Office
Blenheim House, York Road, Pocklington,
York, YO42 1NS, UK.

Get started with 
License Dashboard
SAM Insights now

Speak to our team
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